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About Orca Security

Orca gives you workload-level visibility across 100% of your 
AWS, Azure, and GCP assets without agents.

Instant-on, no hassle, impact-free deployment

Complete coverage, no overlooked assets

Deeper inspection, down to the data layer

Reduces thousands of security alerts to the critical few that matter

 



All hosts are continuously 
analyzed and protected

No Agent needed!

SideScanning™ Technology
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AGENTS LOG

Asset Service Issue Type Score

Server 1 Apache CVE-2018-1176 RCE High 8.8

Server 2 Apache CVE-2018-1176 RCE High 8.8

Server 3 SQL -- -- None

Server 4 EKS -- -- None

Identical Severity Score
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Understanding Context



ORCA LOG

Internet-Facing
PIIServer 3

Server 4

Asset Service Issue Risk Score
Server 
1 Apache CVE-2018-117

6
Internet-facing 
PII Exposure Imminent

Server 
2 Apache CVE-2018-117

6 Internal server Medium

Server 
3 SQL -- -- None

Server 
4 EKS -- -- None
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Understanding Context



Sample Customers

    Enterprise Mid-Market       Cloud            Fintech

Top 10 Global 
Consultancy

Top 5 Private 
Equity Firm

Big 4 Professional 
Sports League

Top 5 Global 
Hotel Chain



“Tenable and Qualys both 
felt like they loosely bolted 
their legacy enterprise 
products onto the cloud. 
That doesn’t work well 
because you still have to 
deal with agents and 
contend with technology 
that isn’t meant for 
serverless or containers.”

Jeremy Turner
Senior Cloud Security Engineer



Beauty-school dropout

Over 25 years of InfoSec and DevOps 
experience

‘Greenfielded’ InfoSec programs for over a 
dozen companies

Dual DevOps/Security roles

Data privacy nerd

Passion for ethical impact

Hi, I’m Jack!



Global CISO experience in:

● Education

● Healthcare

● Advertising

● Social networking

● Search

● SaaS

● B2B

● Media

Hi, I’m Jack!



Among many other things, we focus on similarity 
(plagiarism) detection

Huge database of free-form submissions

Not just essays!

● Index the internet like Google

● Store licensed content

● Corporate customers

● Government customers

About Turnitin



≈ 1.3 BILLION submissions!

Tens of millions of users in over 150 countries

Paid SaaS solution. No advertisers

Turnitin needs strong security and data privacy practices

About Turnitin



State of data privacy and security in education

Academic institutions continue to be targeted by hackers.

● Large infrastructure deployments (more attack space).

● Understaffed and can’t afford enterprise security programs.

● High-bandwidth internet connections.

● Can’t prioritize keeping software up-to-date.

● Students tend to abuse shared infrastructure.

All of these characteristics make institutions a prime target for hackers to 
build infrastructure, extort money, and steal sensitive data. Some just 
want to disrupt! 



2017 
Greenfield security program began just under three years ago

Security Challenges at Turnitin

2019 
Pivoted from four-year private-equity-backed firm to 
indefinite-term variable-runway. Huge change in risk appetite!

2020 
Tricky cloud migration requiring user adoption 
launching now



Customers are passionate about data privacy

Unique target: misunderstood, often-hated, 
and a honeypot of data

Complex, delicate infrastructure. Difficult to 
maintain; compromised governance and SoD

Security Challenges at Turnitin



Holistic program in-place: soft solutions prioritized 
with technical solutions

Security culture: everyone thinks about security in 
their own roles

Security from day one: every employee receives 
personal onboarding from Jack

Risk-based approach: emphasis on discovery and 
prioritization of issues

Security Solutions at Turnitin



Cloud Security Solutions at Turnitin
Cloud Migration Needs

Complicated, lift-and-shift cloud environment

Needed fast awareness of risks in production for go/no-go development

Cloud Security and Governance Stack

Orca Security 

Host-based IDS

Whitesource for our CI/CD pipeline

Various tools and services to audit application security

Configuration management for patch deployment (to fix what Orca finds)



Orca Security enables us to..

● Identify risks in ungoverned cloud accounts

● Identify misuse of PII/personal data on production infrastructure

● Satisfy various compliance requirements

● Routinely govern bad employee behavior (PII storage, key storage, password 
storage, etc.)

● Enforce sane credential use

● Discover assets across multiple cloud service providers and many accounts

● Profile the risk of potential acquisitions (M&A due diligence)

Cloud Security Solutions at Turnitin



Installs quickly, profiles risk immediately

Profiles machines regardless of my access

Eliminates friction with DevOps

Enables easy management of many cloud 
accounts

How Orca Security Empowers Turnitin
It’s agentless. The skeletons are always in the 
closets I can’t open.



It aggregates risk so I don’t have to.

How Orca Security Empowers Turnitin

Easy-to-consume risk categories

Aggressive data granularization

Enables pragmatic risk consumption



Discovers PII where it shouldn’t exist

Enables insight into who is managing 
sensitive data

Empowers governance of data 
segregation policies

It identifies improperly-handled PII, which can illuminate 
data segregation risks.

How Orca Security Empowers Turnitin



Enumerates lateral movement from stored private keys

Snitches on the lazy bash users

Makes employees think (know) that I’m omniscient

It helps me govern the goofy things that people do.

How Orca Security Empowers Turnitin



Acquisitions tend to be mostly in the cloud

Orca integrates quickly into cloud accounts

Orca aggregates risk at a high-level

Orca creates executive-level reporting in seconds

It highlights risks of potential acquisitions without 
being invasive.

How Orca Security Empowers Turnitin



Watches over hundreds of clouds

Categorizes new risks and alerts me about them

Illuminates the chaos; enables practical visibility

It alerts me of new risks in ungoverned cloud accounts.

How Orca Security Empowers Turnitin



Watches over hundreds of clouds

Categorizes new risks and alerts me about them

Illuminates the chaos; enables practical visibility

It provides evidence to my auditors.

How Orca Security Empowers Turnitin



My DevOps Engineers…

● Were skeptical

● Hate agents

● Loved the quick deployment

● Like the simple UI and easy-to-consume risks, but 
hate being outed for insecure practices

● Eager to enable DevOps governance

How Orca Security Helps Reduce Friction with DevOps



Shift-left isn’t just about guardrails, controls, 
and policies: it’s culture

●

●

●

The Shift-Left Security Approach

How Orca Security Helps Reduce Friction with DevOps

Orca Security aggregates the risk and 
eliminates the noise

●

●

●

●



Mature company problems - SIEMs are ineffective

●

●

●

● Who has time for all that data ingestion, 
aggregation, and routing?!

What, No SIEM?
Alert fatigue and the ubiquitous SIEM...

Modern tools prioritize risks & reduce SIEM insanity

●

●

●

●



Governed assets introduce less risk than ungoverned. Because they’re governed…

●
●
●

Full-scope governance - from stochasm to determinism

●
●
●

Nothing is perfect, but I work with risk, not absolutes

●
●
●

Tips from the Field - Full Scope Governance



More mature-company problems

●
●

Even more mature-company problems

●
●

Mature-company solutions

●
●
●

Tips from the Field - SoD and a Kitchen Full of Cooks



Tips from the Field - Minimizing Duplicative PII/PD

Malicious actors tend to be lazy; lazy in a good way

●
●

Why is personal data stored duplicatively?

●
●

Mature-company solutions

●
●
●



Tips from the Field - Lateral (diagonal?) Breach
Once a perimeter is broken, lateral breach tends to be much, much easier

●
●

Cross-cloud, cross-SaaS, breach

●
●

Mature-company solutions

●
●
●



Tips from the Field - Improve Password Strength
10 character minimum, 1 of these (#!’^~-≈ℵЯ), none of these ($?*%), etc

●
●

What is a weak password?

●
●

How are passwords discovered by hackers?

●
●
●
●
●



PRODUCT 
DEMO



Q&A Don’t forget to sign up for an Orca Demo 
and Free Trial at https://orca.security/demo
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